VERIDIUMID
AN AUTHENTICATION PLATFORM USING BIOMETRICS
VeridiumID provides a secure and convenient multi-factor biometric
authentication platform for employees and customers. This
independent authentication layer allows enterprises the freedom to
customize the user experience - choosing the best biometrics for their
needs - from native (fingerprint or face) - to Veridum’s proprietary 4
Fingers TouchlessID, or other 3rd party biometrics.

UNIVERSAL EMPLOYEE ACCESS TO MULTIPLE
ENVIRONMENTS
With VeridiumID you can access a variety of different corporate

“Vendors with robust
and flexible solutions
for Windows AD
integration include…
Veridium.”
Gartner Technology Insight
for Biometric Authentication,
Ant Allan and Tricia Phillips,
2017, 2018

environments (IAM, VDI, VPN, cloud, legacy) with the same convenient
user experience. Organizations have the flexibility to easily adopt new
applications and workflows while maintaining access to legacy systems
and applications. Gartner notes that “[Veridium has] a robust and
flexible solution for Windows AD integration.” VeridiumID business
adaptors integrate seamlessly with Microsoft Active Directory, Citrix,
IAM, and SaaS systems using standard authentication protocols - LDAP,
RADIUS, SAML and OpenID Connect. The business adaptors help
accelerate implementation.

ABSTRACTING AUTHENTICATION SECURITY
Security controls can be managed consistently when the authentication
layer is abstracted. Even if you have an IAM solution, the independent
authentication layer helps IT deliver consistent user experiences.
Veridium integrates with the leading IAM solutions including: Okta, Ping,
and ForgeRock. If your organization is migrating to Windows 10 or to
Citrix Workspace, assuring employees have reliable and secure access
during these transitions will make migration easier for both employees

“Veridium
provides biometric
authentication of
remote users in a
streamlined, secure
way, complementing
Citrix solutions and
enhancing customer
mobility.”
Nabeel Youakim, Citrix Vice
President of Products &
Strategic Partners

and IT. Veridium assures that authentication security is independent of
individual environments or solutions.
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UNLOCK THE POWER OF YOUR CITRIX VIRTUAL
WINDOWS DESKTOP
Increase employee convenience, productivity, and enterprise security
at a lower total cost of ownership for all your Citrix environments.
VeridiumID is the only platform that can unlock a Windows virtual
desktop using biometrics from a smartphone. VeridumID makes it
easier to migrate to or adopt Citrix Workspace with a consistent and
streamlined user experience for all employees. Veridium integrates
with Citrix Workspace, Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktop (XenApp &
XenDesktop), Citrix ADC (NetScaler), and Citrix Content Collaboration
(ShareFile). Veridium is Citrix Ready.

MULTINATIONAL
SWISS BANK
80,000 employees and
contractors worldwide
are using Veridium’s
biometric authentication
platform with geolocation capabilities to
meet regulations for
sensitive data.

LOWER TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP
This software-only platform delivers a streamlined multi-factor
solution without tokens or additional hardware at a lower total cost of
ownership. Integration is quick and less expensive with easily accessible
apps (iPhone /Android) or our SDK can be used for more custom
implementations.

STRONG AUTHENTICATION

Conctact Veridium

Veridium brings a device-agnostic, ubiquitous, multi-modal biometric

veridiumid.com

authentication platform to companies looking to increase security

info@veridiumid.com

without adding friction. By providing biometric choice, Veridium delivers

US: +1 877 301 0299

a platform that seamlessly secures identity and privacy.

UK: +44 1753 208780
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